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Security gives clients peace of mind

WEBDRIVE365
A
UNLIMITED BACKUP
The WebDrive365 solution gives
you and any of your users access
to unlimited backup for all your
chosen data for a low and fixed
monthly fee.
B
ANY DEVICE
WebDrive365 works in the
background as it backs up your
chosen data to the cloud. It's very
easy to set up and you can access
your files from any device with
browser access to the internet,
including PCs, Macs, iPhones and
iPads, Blackberry Android and
other mobile devices. There is a
specific iPhone/iPad app available
for free down load from the
Apple iTunes AppStore and
Android market too!
C
NO CONTRACT
WebDrive365 does not bind
your business into a contract or
minimum tie-in period; we are
determined to ensure that any
potential client is completely
satisfied that WebDrive365 is
wholly suitable for their needs
prior to any purchase decisions
taking place, hence our free
evaluation...we allow our product
to speak for itself.

Companies such as ours
operating within the Financial
Services sector are obliged to work
within a strict regulatory framework
where the privacy, integrity and
security of all data stored on our
computers and servers is paramount.
The fact that you had consulted
for the M.O.D went a long way to
making us feel secure about dealing
with you, and indeed, your product
has more than proved its worth in
providing a safe, encrypted, offsite
backup which complies with our
statutory obligations.
It has taken us a long time to use
anything like your solution as we
could not find anything on the
market which would meet our
requirements. We had formerly used
several types of hardware, with the
many errors and flaws that this
involved, not to mention the ever
growing costs. WebDrive365 has now
eliminated the need for any of the
other backup solutions that we had
formerly been using and actually, for
the first time, provides us with a truly
secure environment to back up
everything from client data to interoffice communications, and more
besides.
We have been in business for
many years and have a plethora of
data that must be archived off site for
a statutory term. The fact that you
had no limits on amount of data that
our company was able to store was a
compelling reason for using this

solution; additionally, because we
could first test your solution and use
the added encryption options made
the decision to purchase this product
a very easy one..
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On a personal note....
I would personally like to thank
Steve at WebDrive365 for taking the
time to go through the set up and
configuration of this backup solution
with us.
He gave us an understanding of
how this product can not only
provide us with backup, but actually
future proof our technology, access
and storage requirements as our
business continues to grow.
Thanks Steve
Lewis Collins
Financial Director
Oak International Finance
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